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Synopsis
Need basic tips on scripting for web development? Want to take the next step in programming and become an expert in the category without getting confused by technical jargon? Need a step-by-step walk-through to take your PHP programming to the next level? Start from PHP basics in coding such as syntax, echo, and print, right through to constants and variables! Concerned about or need improvement on data types? Start becoming a professional in PHP today and begin learning: Basics in PHP PHP Flow Control Data Types Download right now!
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Customer Reviews
What I expected: "a step by step walkthrough to take my PHP Programming to the next level" What I got: not that ^^^This is a scam. It’s a 30-minute read that poorly covers nothing. No commands. No explanation. No functional examples. No learning. There are dozens of free articles online that cover this information in greater detail and clarity. The other reviews are obviously fake, and I wish I read them more carefully before purchasing. Taking advantage of the rating system ruins it for the rest of us.

Very shallow and has gross errors in the examples.

Php one of the bases of coding and this book focuses on the fundamentals of this, it shows how to encode correctly and without errors in PHP and gives us ways of how to program generators and Otrar things, is a retailer book and not very complicated as well makes us easier learning, but a
book that I think is information overload if you know play well you'll have no problem reading it, has a lot of basic information and advanced to help you in it all aspects, it would be good to learn to code HTML couple and their uses are needed in the field of programming, personally I really liked this ebook and I was given free in exchange for an honest review.

Not a good resource. Misleading for a new programming, trivial nonsense for a veteran. Many mistakes and errors written in a something approximating English. It is not English that most will recognize. BTW, I have programmed in Php for more than 15 years but read everything that comes out. This was a waste of time and money.

Great book that teaches you how to program PHP. Great for beginners and even for people who are experienced but need some reminders on some basic concepts. All the chapters are very clearly stated and explains every step very clearly. Gives you great examples and step by step instructions. Recommend this to all PHP programming users!

I got the item on a discounted price. This is excellent book. It can be use for beginners and even for people who are experienced but need some reminders on some basic concepts. It is very nice book, very helpful book for me. So I give it 5/5 star, thanks to this book and the author.

This book provides an overview of PHP programming as well as some code examples you can use it in order to learn faster. PHP syntax, variables scope and how to use PHP Functions and Constants are all included. The author did a great job with teaching in this book. If you intend to tak the path for professional PHP development, start with this book and you will find you way.

I'm a huge noob at PHP programming so I was really glad to find Sam Key's PHP book. He offers some nice examples about PHP and gives some light to introductory concepts so that we can make our own programs pretty effortlessly.
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